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SUMMER MONTHS REMINDER
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In order to retain the highest level of air quality in your unit during the
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summer months it is suggested that you follow a few recommendations ...
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•

Open windows and doors as frequently as possible to provide fresh air.

•

Keep humidity levels as low as you can—no higher than 50%--all day
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•

Use air conditioner or a dehumidifier frequently during humid
months.

•

Have your HVAC systems serviced regularly.

•

Replace air filters as recommended.

•

Use mold inhibitors which can be added to paints.

•

Clean bathrooms with mold/mildew eliminating products.

•

It is recommended that bathrooms not be carpeted.
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UPDATE
The elevator modernization is moving along.
New controllers for cars 1 and 2 have been
hoisted to the elevator room, and we are upgrading the fire controls system. Car 2 will be
complete in a few weeks, and then we will
move to car 1.
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In another potential milestone for Atlantic City’s recent
revival, MGM Resorts International and Caesars Entertainment Corp. announced plans for a development project. MGM Chairman and CEO James Murren said earlier this month he thinks the new development will be a catalyst for continued growth. New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie mentioned during the press conference that more details about the MGM-Caesars development will be released in the next few weeks. The lot is sandwiched between the MGM property and the Caesars property. This
could imply the two companies might be working together
to build something new. There is still the possibility MGM
and Caesars could place their project on The Boardwalk.

GARDEN PIER DEVELOPMENT
The quiet end of the Boardwalk will be transformed next
month to bring outdoor entertainment. The old Garden
Pier, at the Boardwalk in front of the shuttered Revel Casino Hotel, will become an outdoor bar and entertainment area called Pier AC . Bart Blatstein bought the property in
February. Blatstein is a Philadelphia-based developer.
Pier AC will be completed in three phases. Phase one, which
is expected to be completed in July, will become an outdoor
entertainment environment with a stage, a large bar, with a
dance floor around it, couches and seating areas.
Phases two and three involve building and reconstructing
the rest of the 55,000 square foot pier and the two buildings
on it. The south building will become a sports bar and the
north building will be facing the ocean and rotating food
vendors.
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Owners are 100% responsible to provide a CONDO Owners Unit Owners
Policy for a tenant occupied unit. As an owner you are 100% responsible for
the unit from the unfinished inside walls inward and that includes every fixture electrical and non-electrical (i.e. cabinets, toilets) as well as electrical
switches and receptacles and plumbing including the clearing of clogs and
blockages, and all windows and doors.
Owners should not lease a unit without the tenant providing a tenants
insurance policy. They are also known in the insurance industry as a Tenant
Homeowners Policy form HO-4.
Units that are not tenant occupied require evidence of insurance for the unit
(I can provide you with actual requirements) with BCA named as an
additional insured. That policy is known as a CONDO Owners INS policy
form HO-6. That is a bylaw requirement.
Bella does not allow for short terms rentals, this includes, time shares or Air
B&B, the minimum rental permitted is three months, Management should be
provided a copy of the lease, the CO, and the bug cert, for all new tenants.
Landlords must also provide management with a tenant information sheet,
vehicle registration form, and a pet registration form if applicable. All
tenants must have an orientation session with management prior to move in.
The condo rules are also available for anyone to view at
www.bellacondos.com.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY ACROSS TOWN
Both the Stockton and the Borie projects are moving along. There has been
a significate uptick in construction
activity across the street. On the other
side of town three structures are
Visible. The city has also just finished
the installation of a new traffic light in
front of the building.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Social Committee has been scheduling and will continue to schedule events throughout
the year. We are hoping our events bring the Bella residents together in a fun and festive way.
We are scheduling events on different times and days of the week to try to accommodate most
people. So far, we had two of the major holiday parties, Memorial Day and 4th of July, the
Mezzanine Grand opening party and a breakfast mingle. According to the feedback we
received, all the events so far have been a success!
We are planning to have more breakfast mingles, mezzanine mingles, ladies night, gentlemen
evening, a white party and Labor Day Party. Plus, we will be planning events throughout the
fall and winter months as well. Details regarding all the events will be sent out via email,
posted on the "Bella Bulletin Board' Facebook page and posted around the building.
The Social Committee is excited and looking forward to the future events. We hope that the
Bella residents are enjoying their summer. We are looking forward to mingling, bringing the
residents together and enjoying each others friendship.

